
1. Who we are and where we’’’’re from. 

This trip is being run by the Victorian Scout Caving Team – a Scout Association activity team 

whose purpose is to give Scouts, Venturers and Rovers the chance to try caving. We run about ten 
trips a year, generally one every month except January and December. 

2. Personal Equipment Required. 

While the caving team provides all specialist caving gear and helmets, participants will need to 
bring several items of personal equipment. 

2.1 Caving Gear 

There are three key items that are required for caving: 

Lights 

Footwear 

Clothes to wear caving 

2.1.1 Lights –––– Primary and Secondary Torches, Candle and Matches 

The most important items participants need to bring are their caving lights – without the RIGHT 

sort of torches, they won’’’’t be allowed to go caving. 

Primary Torch – a DOLPHIN lamp or similar, with a NEW battery, and fitted with a 

shoulder strap, or a GOOD quality LED light with spare batteries.  
 
Cheap LED head torches (like the one shown below) ARE NOT appropriate and 
participants will not be allowed to cave with these. 
 

 
 
LED lights must have at least a 1 watt CREE LED to be suitable. LED Lenser brand 
head torches are generally good, but expensive. 

Secondary Torch – a penlight torch, such as a Maglite (2 AA batteries) is fine for 



this. 

Candle and Matches – candle stubs are best (not a whole kitchen candle!) in a 

sealed zip-lock bag. 

Please ensure spare batteries are brought for torches.    

2.1.2 Footwear –––– Good ankle supporting boots with tread. 

Good sturdy footwear is a MUST. The caves may be muddy and slippery and the ground may be 
uneven and have loose rocks. 

Slipping on wet rocks and twisting ankles are real hazards, so boots with a good chunky tread and 
with ankle support are required. 

Caving can be very hard on clothes and footwear, so we recommend participants don’t bring their 

brand new expensive hiking boots! 

Smooth soled sneakers will not be accepted, and without the right footwear, participants may 
not be allowed underground. 

2.1.3 Overalls/old clothes to wear caving. 

The caves may be wet and muddy and have sharp rocks and snags which can tear clothes.  
 
The best thing to wear caving is a set of cotton overalls, but any loose fitting old, long pants and 
tops are ok. 

 

We will need to travel in our vehicles back to camp after finishing at the caves, so shorts and T-
shirt should be worn underneath caving clothes so that participants can remove their outer layer of 
caving clothes to avoid getting vehicles dirty. 

The caves are generally about 18 degrees Celsius most of the year, so shorts, t-shirt and maybe a 
light jumper or windcheater are all that are really needed under overalls. 

2.2 Accommodation and catering. 

All accommodation and catering requirements for the weekend are your responsibility. 

Participants will need to bring tents and sleeping gear suitable for a standing camp, plus all food 
and cooking gear. 

Breakfasts and Dinners will be held in camp; however lunches need to be suitable to take to the 
caves. Do not bring food that needs to be cooked for lunch. Good suggestions are cheese and 
biscuits, sandwiches, fruit, muesli bars etc. There is no water at the caves, so a drink bottle, or 
bottled water is needed.  

Generally there is no opportunity for buying supplies, as we are usually at the caves before the 
shops in town open, and back after they close. 

2.3 Other Gear 

Cameras: it is worth bringing along a camera. Even a simple point and shoot camera (in a case) or 



disposable one can take reasonable photos in a cave, as long as it’s got a flash.  

Gloves & Knee Pads: not really necessary, but can make caving a little bit more comfortable. 

3. Safety Rules 

Caving can be a potentially dangerous activity, so safety is a key priority over the weekend and the 
team has a number of rules in place to ensure the activity is run safely. 

3.1 Following Instructions from leaders 

The caving team leaders have all had extensive training and hundreds of hours experience, so 

when they give an instruction while caving, it’s important to follow it, as it will be given for a reason.  

This might be for a safety reason, for example there may be a deep hole that the group needs to 
keep away from, or to protect an environmentally sensitive area.  

If a leader allows participants to go exploring in an area, it’s because the leader knows it’s safe, 

similarly, if they tell the group not to go somewhere, it’s for a good reason. 

3.2 Sticking with a partner. 

Leaders may tell participants to go and explore an area in the cave. If this happens, participants 
should ALWAYS take a partner and make sure the leader knows where they are going.  

3.4 Comfort & Confidence 

Caving is a very challenging activity, and can be quite a long way out of many people’s comfort 

zones.  

Most people won’t actually be claustrophobic, however it can be a genuine fear, so if anyone is 

feeling uncomfortable with what the group is doing, all they need to do is let the leader know, and 
we can arrange something to make them more comfortable, such as having a rest break, "sitting 
out" for a section of cave or even exiting the cave altogether. 

4. Conservation 

We will be visiting Limestone caves that take hundreds of thousands of years to form, and the 
environmental and geological conditions that formed them no longer exist.  

Any damage that a participant does to a cave CANNOT be undone. 

Unlike bushwalking, where if you happen to break a branch of a tree a new one can grow, damage 
to a cave is FOREVER. 

Try to: 

• Avoid touching formations – oil from skin permanently stains them and stops any possible 

growth 

• Be careful when moving near formations to avoid bumping them – don’t forget when 

wearing a helmet that you’re a few centimeters taller! 

• Try to avoid walking through mud where possible, and then tracking it through clean parts of 

the cave – definitely no throwing mud (this is also a safety issue). 

• No food or smoking in the cave – the cave environment is a fairly closed one, so pollutants 

like smoke stay around. Even tiny food crumbs can impact any creatures living in the cave. 



• Leave no rubbish – if you see any rubbish in a cave, take it out with you, even if it’s not 

yours. 

5.0 General Trip Information 

Location: This weekend is being held at Buchan in East Gippsland, which is roughly north of the 
Bairnsdale/Lakes Entrance area . See: Google maps - Buchan, Victoria 

Average Travel Duration: Buchan is about 4½ to 5 hours drive from Melbourne, including 

rest/meal stops. The usual range of fast food restaurants are located at Traralgon, Bairnsdale and 

Sale. Bairnsdale is the last major town before Buchan, so if you need fuel, don’t expect to get it 

after Bairnsdale late at night. 

Where we’’’’re camping: We will be camping at Stonehenge Farm Stay camping ground 

(http://gippsland.com/web/stonehenge/), in Buchan South. This is a pleasant campsite with a toilet 
block with hot/cold running water and limited shower facilities.  

See: Google Maps - Stonehenge Camp.  

Nearest town/resources available: Buchan township is about 10 minutes by car from the 
campsite, and about 20 minutes from the cave. It has a hotel, a general store and a roadhouse. 

There is also a bush nursing station in town. The nearest large town is Bairnsdale, about 1 hour’s 

drive, with full shopping facilities and a hospital.  

6.0. Other Scouting Opportunities. 

In addition to just being a fun activity for Venturers and Rovers, there are a number of other 
opportunities for Scouting activities. 

The caving team are able to assist leaders with providing access to caves suitable for Investitures, 
Scouts Owns and similar ceremonies. If this is something the participants would like to do, the 
team will need to be advised prior to the weekend. 

Caving can also provide several opportunities to include aspects of the Awards Scheme –please 

speak to your caving leaders if this is something you would like assistance with. 

 


